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ABSTRACT 
It is shown for the group of k-rational points of an affine algebraic group G with k a finite 
extension of Qp that the topological irreducibility of unitary representations of G does not have to 
be equivalent to the algebraic irreducibility of the representation on the smooth vectors. We give 
for a specific G an example of an irreducible smooth representation, which is not admissible. 
1.1. Let k be a finite extension of QP. We denote by G the group of k-rational 
points of an affine algebraic group. It is a totally disconnected locally compact 
group. Let (e, I’) be a representation of G on the complex vector space V. A 
vector u in V is called smooth if the map 
g-+&9(u)> g E G, 
is locally constant. The space of smooth vectors in V, V,, is stable under the 
action of G and we denote this representation by ea. If I/= V,, then we call 
(e, V) smooth. A smooth representation is called admissible if moreover the 
following condition holds: for each open subgroup K of G, the space of vectors 
u E V left fixed by e(K) is finite-dimensional. 
We call a smooth representation irreducible if V and (0) are the only G- 
modules in V and we call it pre-unitary if V carries a e(G)-invariant scalar 
product. 
It was shown in [Ja] for reductive G and in [D] for unipotent G that every 
irreducible smooth representation (e, V) of G is admissible. This allows you to 
show that a unitary representation (e, I’) of G is topologically irreducible if and 
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only if (Q,, I’,) is a smooth irreducible representation. We will show here that 
this does not hold for general G. 
Take 
,aek*,xek . 
I 
It is the semi-direct product of 
Then the general theory of Mackey tells you that if you take a non-trivial 
character T of N and induces this representation to one of G, one obtains a 
unitary irreducible representation 1(r) of G. We will identify r with a character 
of k. The standard realization of I(r) is on the space of measurable functions 
f: G+C satisfying 
(ii) s f(g)fk)&?<~, 
N\G 
with dg a right G-invariant measure on N \ G. G acts on this space by right 
translations. Clearly those functions are determined by their restriction to H 
and if we identify H with k*, then we get a realization on L2(k*) and the 
action of G is given by 
(1.2) ((I :)af)W=rOf(ba). 
For any totally disconnected locally compact group T, we denote the space of 
all locally constant functions with compact carrier by C,“(T). Clearly C,“(k*) 
is contained in L’(k*), and G-invariant. As we will see further on, it is also 
an irreducible smooth representation of G but it is not admissible: assume for 
simplicity that r is nontrivial on 0 the ring of integers of k, and trivial onp = (n) 
the maximal ideal of 0. Denote for any subset A of k the characteristic function 
of A by XA. Consider the open subgroup K of G defined by 
From (1.2) and the assumption on r, it follows that all the xnmo,, m 10, in 
C,“(k*) are left fixed by K. It will then also be clear that if {A,} is a sequence 
with Iz,>O for all m and CrnZO A$< 03, then f = Cmro A,,,xnmoe is l ft fixed by 
n(K) and is an example of an element in L”(k*),, which does not belong to 
C,“(k*). In particular (I(s),, L’(k*),) is not irreducible. 
As for the irreducibility of C,“(k*), consider some non-zero f in C,“(k*) and 
let A4 be the span of its G-translates. To show that M= C,“(k*), it is sufficient 
to prove that all the xltpm, with m sufficiently large belong to M, for the 
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action of G includes all translations in k*. The same argument allows you to 
assume that 
Let g be in C,“(k*). Then we define for each unitary character o of D* and 
each k in Z, the function g(cr, k) in C,“(k*) by 
g(a, k)(x) =g(x) j r(n’ -kbx)a(b)d*b. 
a* 
Here d *b denotes a Haar measure on 0 *. From the action of G it will be clear 
that if g EM, then g(a, k) also belongs to M. Consider now the integral G(a, k) 
given by 
G(a, k)= j ~(&~b)c~(b)d*b. 
0* 
We list here some properties of G(a, k). First of all, if D= 1, then 
G(l,k)= j r(lrl-kb)db- j s(7rPkb)db 
0 D 
0 if k>l 
= -vol@) if k=l 
vol(0*) if k<l. 
If CJ is non-trivial, then there is a n 2 1 such that (T / 1 +p” = 1 and 011 +p”- ’ f 1. 
Then we have 
G(a,k)=O if k#n 
For if k>n 
G(a,k)= C o(b) 1 r(rcPkb(l +t))dt. 
beO*/l +P” P” 
II 
0 
If n>k 
G(ck)= C r(~‘-~b) j a(bu)d*u. 
beO*/l+p”-’ I+p”-1 
II 
0 
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If n = k, then the Gaussian sum G(a, k) satisfies 
G(o,n)G(a,n)= 1 l t(n’-“(b-c))a(bc-‘)d*bd*c 
al* a* 
= ,s, ,s, T(&“(u- l)c)a(u)d*ud*c 
= ,s* &4{ i t(n ‘-“(u- l)c)dc- j r(rc-“c(u- l))dc}d*u 
= J a(u)vol(0*)d*u-vol(p)P 1 a(u)d *u 
f 
already had its support in 0 *. Note that if x E 0 * then 
f(o, k)(x) =f(x)&) - ’ . G(a, k). 
Thus we have reduce the question to the following: if V is a nonzero subspace 
of C”(D *), which is stable under multiplication by unitary characters of 0 * 
and under translations in 0 *, is I/ then equal to C”(0 *)? The answer to this 
question is affirmative, since it boils down to the same question for the groups 
0**/1 +pm, m>O. 
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